Positive effort dependence of maximal expiratory flow.
The maximal expiratory-flow volume (MEFV) curve in normal subjects is thought to be relatively effort independent over most of the vital capacity (VC). We studied seven normal males and found positive effort dependence of maximal expiratory flow between 50 and 80% VC in five of them, as demonstrated by standard isovolume pressure-flow (IVPF) curves. We then attempted to distinguish the effects of chest wall conformational changes from possible mechanisms intrinsic to the lungs as an explanation for positive effort dependence. IVPF curves were repeated in four of the subjects who had demonstrated positive effort dependence. Transpulmonary pressure was varied by introducing varied resistances at the mouth but effort, as defined by pleural pressure, was maintained constant. By this method, chest wall conformation at a given volume would be expected to remain the same despite changing transpulmonary pressures. When these four subjects were retested in this way, no increases in flow with increasing transpulmonary pressure were found. In further studies, voluntarily altering the chest wall pattern of emptying (as defined by respiratory inductive plethysmography) did however alter maximal expiratory flows, with transpulmonary pressure maintained constant. We conclude that maximal expiratory flow can increase with effort over a larger portion of the vital capacity than is commonly recognized, and this effort dependence may be the result of changes in central airway mechanical properties that occur in relation to changes in chest wall shape during forced expiration.